
Chapter 3670 

“Withdraw!” 

“There is and only this method.” Zhu Yanshuo raised his head and smiled. 

Seeing that Zhu Yanshuo’s attitude was so repeated, everyone was completely confused. One second 

ago, this guy was a vanguard against the evacuation, but the next second his attitude has undergone an 

extreme change of 360 degrees. Not only is he no longer opposed, Instead, he held high the banner of 

retreat. What the hell does this mean? ! 

“When the enemy is on the edge, we naturally have to know how to avoid it, otherwise, wouldn’t it be a 

sacrifice in vain? This is stupid, not brave.” Zhu Yanshuo said with a smile. 

“I believe what the special envoy of Shenlong asked just now is exactly what I’m waiting for, right?” 

Hearing this, Ming Yu’s face became better, at least it wasn’t all waste. 

A group of people who seem to understand but do not understand, and avoid their edge can 

understand, this is not a profound knowledge, but the problem is that they are the ones who launched 

the siege, and they are the ones 

who are fully prepared. It makes no sense to deploy a large circle, but because The enemy is too 

ferocious, so let it go. 

Isn’t it too paradoxical between the two? 

“It’s strange that George Han said that, suddenly it’s like a different person. It used to be fierce and 

fierce, but now it’s killing people in all directions, and no one can stop it.” 

“This is far beyond our original judgment. Naturally It also made our seemingly impregnable defense in 

fact full of loopholes.” 

“The transitional adherence to our original plan, even if we can achieve the goal of trapping George Han 

here, we still have no strength to imprison him at that time. It’s really hard to say.” 

“If we don’t withdraw, the best outcome is that we both lose. If we withdraw, we still have the 

initiative.” 

After Zhu Yanshuo finished speaking, he lowered his body slightly, obviously after expressing his own 

opinions, 

but because special envoy of Shenlong was here, he deliberately did not steal the limelight. 

Ming Yu is generous: “Continue talking.” 

“Zhu boldly predicted that Elder Shenlong asked us to withdraw, but we were withdrawing ourselves, 

not the troops and horses. The defensive siege laid here is still in operation, which is used to consume 

Han 3,000. “ 

We will return to the mansion and discuss new tactics. At the same time, we will shrink other troops 

around the mansion to open up a second battlefield.” 



“The city lord mansion is strong, and it is our base camp. It is easy to defend but difficult to attack.” 

“Wait here . It will be almost consumed by calling George Han, and his edge will naturally not be so 

dazzling, and then we will give him a fatal blow on the second battlefield, asking him to come and go.” 

After falling, Zhu Yanshuo lowered his body slightly, his attitude changed, and he handed over to Ming 

Yu and said, “Zhu dared to guess, and asked Elder Shenlong to forgive me. 

” Of 

course, although he apologized, it was obvious that Zhu Yanshuo had a smile on his face. Full of smiles. 

Being able to reflect and figure out Elder Shenlong’s intentions in such a short period of time is obviously 

the best display of wisdom, so why not be proud? ! 

As soon as Zhu Yanshuo explained it, everyone suddenly understood that this was the way to advance 

by retreating. 

It is indeed the best way to deal with George Han, who is too different right now. 

“Do you understand?” Ming Yu glanced at everyone present and said coldly. 

“I understand, but I have a question. If we retreat at this time and go to the city lord’s mansion to open 

up the second battlefield as City Lord Zhu said, how can we guarantee that George Han will definitely 

come?” 

“Yes, wait for him. After the ambush here is broken, what should he do if he doesn’t go to the city lord’s 

mansion? Although the 

defenses of the city walls around the city are still strong, in the final analysis, those are only for the 

normalized George Han, but now…” 

When someone said this, someone lowered their heads and sighed heavily: “Right now this George Han 

is a pervert. The city defense is not strong enough to defend against his attack. If he breaks through, I 

will wait… 

” Ah.” When the 

words fell, everyone nodded in approval, and many people’s faces also showed worry. 

Only Zhu Yanshuo, who is almost the same as Ming Yu, has a hint of joy on his face, obviously full of 

confidence. 

“He will definitely come.” 

After Zhu Yanshuo finished speaking, he smiled evilly, raised his hand slightly, and several commanders 

stepped forward. 

“How about having a good time with George Han?” 

The commanders looked at each other in confusion, but Zhu Yanshuo laughed grimly. A poisonous plan 

had already formed in his heart… 

Chapter 3671 



Several leaders are confused, they are all forced to the second battlefield, I don’t know why he can still 

laugh so wildly, so evil , so confident. 

Anyway, they feel that it is quite embarrassing now. The big enemy is in front, and the leading group of 

soldiers are stunned, but the small soldiers and generals are all killed. This is really… 

They are still thinking about how to find an excuse to talk to the soldiers. Woolen cloth. 

“What are you doing looking like a dead father and mother? I know your worries very well, but if you 

want to play with George Han, your worries will no longer exist.” 

“Please also ask the city owner to express it.” sound. 

“Let all the sergeants be broken into pieces, and use a small group to surround, raid, guerrilla and fight 

in 

the street.” “Remember, everything must 

be 

. ” These words, several commanders are the people who lead the army, so naturally they understand 

Zhu Yanshuo’s intention. 

Focusing on procrastination and attrition, a long war of attrition and procrastination against George Han 

is indeed the best way to deal with George Han at present. 

Moreover, doing so can reduce their own casualties, and most importantly, their executives finally have 

an excuse to flee the scene. 

“The city owner is wise.” Several people said in unison. 

Zhu Yanshuo smiled lightly and instructed to go on: “Go to work.” 

Several leaders led the way, Zhu Yanshuo also turned around slightly, and respectfully said to Ming Yu: 

“Elder Shenlong, please!” 

Ming Yu nodded slightly and turned. He turned and walked quickly towards the city lord’s mansion. 

Ye Shijun sent two people 

to help Futian up, followed behind Ming Yu, and quickly disappeared from the scene with a group of 

people. 

A large group of people eagerly wanted to come out to watch the good show of attacking George Han, 

but they didn’t expect to go back in despair after watching it for a while. 

And when the group of them quietly left, several commanders also issued orders to their subordinates 

and left quietly. 

“Call!” 

Almost at the same time, the sound of the horn resounded all around George Han. 



The soldiers who were besieging George Han finally let out a sigh of relief at this time. Many of them 

had long wanted to retreat. Fighting against a god of death would be suffocating for anyone. 

Along with these horns, the soldiers on the periphery began to retreat continuously, and those who 

were planning to support here also began to divert quietly 

. 

Gradually, the siege around George Han began to decrease, but there were more and more cold guns. 

From time to time, spells would suddenly attack from all corners of the surroundings. It was not very 

powerful, but when the number was large, it was like that annoying mosquito. 

Annoying to explode. 

This is not the end. After George Han slaughtered the few soldiers left around, just as he was about to 

move forward, a small group of enemy troops would always come to attack. 

But most of this group of people are mainly harassing, and they don’t fight George Han head-on at all. 

As long as the harassment is successful, they will immediately use the terrain or alleys to hide, leaving 

George Han with nowhere to fight. 

After that, a large army will attack directly and re-encircle George Han. 

They are similar to a small group of troops. Although they are surrounded, they do not attack hard, 

but only delay. Once they have surrounded George Han, the hidden cold guns around them will start to 

attack George Han. Crazy output. 

George Han understood that the other party was deliberately consuming him and delaying him. 

Not only to trap him here, but also to constantly use intrusion to consume him. 

In this kind of environment, most people want to break through the formation, or rely on force, but at 

least they will lose half their lives, maybe they will directly explain it here. 

Or break through between offense and defense, but with such a huge tug of war consumption, the real 

energy will inevitably be consumed with nothing left. 

In other words, the former is beaten to death, while the latter is beaten to death after being tired and 

half-dead. Both cups are poison, you choose. 

However, George Han suddenly sneered ghostly… 

 


